BEESTON
FILM FESTIVAL

2020 Programme
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THE BIGGEST
INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL IN THE MIDLANDS
over the globe, competing
in several categories for a
chance to win one of our

With judges coming in from Belgium,
Paris, and London (to name a few)
the festival is an amazing platform

garner the third-highest number
of submissions out of all the

Rocha, at the White Lion in Beeston
for his collaboration over the last

awards for Best Director, Best

and all he and the White Lion has
contributed to the festival over the

Best Acting Performance, Best
this March, from 25th-29th, with
focuses on and celebrates stories
about women) and an Audience
the event itself, along with the

Along with the usual categories:
with our founder John Currie and
all-new talent from the Midlands,

Our Beeston Oscar, known as
the B’Oscar, is designed by
talented local artist, Bec Joy.
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festival bigger and brighter than
excited about giving a voice to

host multiple screening rooms and

Wednesday 25th / 20:00-22:00

Grand Opening

LITTLE ACHILLES

KAMALI

WILD LIFE WITH
PAUL EDWARD ROBSON

a series of short wildlife
the same love, wonder and
respect of nature as his hero

DEHSALM

ADVANCES

Lovely story, and great
performances from the
children.
- John Currie on
Little Achilles

when a colleague suggests that
the boss and his wife have a
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THURSDAY 26th / 18:00-20:00

Student Night

don’t mess around.
Stunningly beautiful and
extremely dark.

ANNE

HOME

I AM ZAL

After the death of her daughter,
Lama decides to move out of

Daniel is a child with Albinism
he is met with disapproval from

PLAY

because he did not dare to
role of a murderer and forces
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Qyyrshaq

MILK TEA

TRANSIENCE

THE DEATH OF DON QUIXOTE

Melinda lives alone in a big
house after her husband left
their position, a grandfather is
going to extreme measures to

decides to lighten the mood
causes her dad to lose control

following an isolated astronaut
attempts to complete his

on a morbid form as she falls

A SPACE APART

FRIDAY 27th / 14:00-16:00

Dramatic Spirit
A collection of stories from our Drama submissions

A powerfully captivating
central performance, brilliant
script and timely critique of
toxic masculinity.

HOLLOW TOOTH

ADAM'S APPLE

Jason, who has just completed

Adam has returned to the
stand-up scene after a brief
hiatus following a personal

But his reunion with his father
and the villge inhabitants
plunges him into a state of

BATHTUB

THE CUNNING MAN

ON AIR

in a rut, receives a call during
enchanted tale of compassion
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YOU'RE STILL HERE

WE WERE THERE

and her blind husband are

Her friends have gathered
to throw her a surprise

FridaY 27th / 16:30-18:30

Women's Voices

ALINA

KIRA

from their parents in the

LIKENESS

catapulted into the past life of
her mother, who is beginning

3 DAYS

MARGHERITA

GO BACK FORWARD

When three women friends
sense danger on a camping

A humorous misunderstanding
leads two strangers to arrange
to meet each other, but will it

Coco reaches her drama

is reminded of a traumatic
event in her childhood that
made her anxious in her

laughing until a horrible twist

SNAPSHOTS

MY DAUGHTER YOSHIKO

EARLY DAYS

JOYEUX NOEL

diagnosed with Autism

to have become a mother,
and her instincts toward her

season after her beloved

Although their circumstances

husband overseas serving in
post-natal trauma and

shares a desperation that has
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woman attempts to recreate
their traditions with his

FridaY 27th / 19:00-21:00

Horror

CHICKENS

HORRORSCOPE

NON e VERO

158

THE OUTSIDER

CEMETERY TALES: A TALE
OF TWO SISTERS

weird tale of the same name,

star mourns the loss of her

A small girl is bored while
unravels after an evil creature
mother, with the help of a
strange doctor, will be able to

his attention, but something

a desperate loner, who has

KEITH

SPORES

SEANCE

A little girl meets the not

A woman moves into a new
apartment but soon notices
something sinister growing on

their own intelligence…

THE HELPING HAND

Leaving their dangerous home
life behind, brother and sister
in classic ghost summons for
an answer to their woes, or
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SAFEKEEPING

SATURDAY 28th / 13:00-15:00

SCIENCE FICTION

viewpoint inside a well
known universe.

GROWING SHADOWS :
THE POISON IVY FAN FILM

BUCKETHEADS A STAR WARS STORY

CHARLIE & XIOCHI

THE WHITE MARBLE

RED

N

ns on

HONOR AMONG THIEVES

CHRONOS

When a planet-hopping

Chronos explores a paradoxical
problem: what happens when

RUEFUL WARRIOR

When overpopulation
reaches its climax in the

An inventor and his colleague

with a group of soldiers from

machine able to create things
brings them face to face with a

attempts to maintain peace at
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Meanwhile individuals all over

SATURDAY 28th / 15:30-17:30

A Better Place

DAUGHTER

DELETED

THIS TIME

SAFE SPACE

SIX HOMES

An evocative and poignant
stumbles upon old memories
life before becoming homeless

of a group of children in a war
together and discuss life, love,
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A GIRL FROM PARSIAN

SWIVEL

SWEET SOLACE

living in a small southern town
do their utmost to achieve one
of their prohibited rights and

that moves to express the

street musician, smiles again
when Christelle and Joseph,

BAXU AND THE GIANTS

CHOKER

onto a crowded beach, a
and alcoholic grandmother until
strange men show up and cause

SATURDAY 28th / 18:00-20:00

COMEDY

DIRTY ROTTEN LIARS

THE AFTERLIFE BUREAU

Can a support group for
compulsive liars trust their

SOCKS AND ROBBERS

AGE OF BRYCE

A gang of notorious,
unconventional criminals

over-protective mom,

GRUB

PATHOLOGIES OF
EVERYDAY LIFE

Daphnée refuses to introduce

start to fall apart when an
their old theatre professor, as

TWO DUM MICKS

FEMALE OF FLAME

QUIET CARRIAGE

A man with an overactive
imagination must decide
whether to intervene and
stop a casual commuting rule

THE GREEN MAN

DEEP STORAGE

stuttering loner, becomes
homeless and moves their things
Realising how safe and warm his

Saturday 28th / 13:30-15:30

ANIMATION: PART 1

THE CURIOUS CHILD

WRATH

THE SQUID

WINTER

world of natural wonder and

of collapse, state prisoners
are sentenced to dangerous

Restaurant before becoming

THE PENGUIN WHO
COULDN'T SWIM

KOKOSMOS

DEADMAN'S REACH

THROUGH THE EYES OF YOU

award-winning director and

After falling asleep on the
London underground, a man

A 2D animation about

island in the southern seas feels
isolated from the rest of her

STITCH

After a tough and unforgiving

spirited into the desert where
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is forced to retreat to his
imagination, a softer world full

HORNZZ

surreal narrative, we follow
the challenges of a girl named

Saturday 28th / 13:30-15:30

ANIMATION: PART 2

THINGS WERE BETTER
BEFORE

KAERU

SOMA

FISSO

THE QUIET

A camera doctor becomes

When an astronaut ponders

universe, a butcher gets
he comes upon a startling
and implement real change

WOOLWORLD

PETTY THINGS

As the trigger was pulled, the
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as an alleged cure for the

focuses on the importance of

written in the stars, but what

CHEATING IS NOT SO BAD

2.3 x 2.6 x 3.2

King of Nothing

himself as a tapir who tries to

for the protection of a fading

Saturday 28th / 16:00-18:00

THE LONG ROAD

THREE SACK FULLS OF HATS

ASRA

ALL THE TRIMMINGS

Gone With the River

long absence to witness the
fast declining health of his

an incurable degenerative
disease, decides to end his

pursuit to provide Christmas

border town in China, who
is about to graduate from a
high school, falls in love with

AFTER THE BLEEP

OLYON DOLGOK

the image of a single parent
when she receives a message
from her estranged ex after 2

the terrible suspicion that her
husband has done something

OSLO

after promising his daughter
meat for dinner, he needs to
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A brutal eye opener to
the tragedy and harsh
reality of everyday

SATURDAY 28th / 14:00-16:00

NON-FICTION

THE MAGICIANS OF THE
MERLIN MAGICAL SOCIETY

PRINCE'S TALE

THE SPRING THEY DIDN'T SEE

WHAT MATTERS

war photographers about

child Cosimo stumbles upon

children, women and men were

helps him to realise what

After surviving an electrical
A snapshot in to the lives of
a group of local magicians,
exploring their passion for
magic and witnessing their

FINISH LINE

amputation of his arms, a
must come to terms with

BLACK BOTTLES

MOUSE CITY

RUCK IT!

A powerful message to men
an accident and also faces
deprivation because she does
not wish to compete with a
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become more in touch and
three stories, one team and a

A rivetingly imaginative and
intelligent documentary
about a remarkable and
inspirational human being.

SATURDAY 28th / 16:30-18:30

CRIME

ONE LAST LAST HEIST

EXPOSURE

QUEEN OF DIAMONDS

TERMINATION OF SERVICES
RENDERED

THE PASSPORT

UNREGISTERED

A former heist man is left
survival in the harsh California

COPE

choices that brought them to a

professional thief introduces

at the door heralds the news
that her estranged son has

more truths come to light, he
discovers that some memories

FIFTY

CRIMSON CUFFS

TRAPPED

WHO WILL STOP ME

A detective on a gruelling case
struggles to separate personal
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future, the government has

is put to the test as a new
patient comes in, badgering her
for answers surrounding her
own daughter, and uncovering

Laurena goes on a blind
date at the behest of her
about her elusive, powerful

SUNDAY 29th / 13:00-15:00

SHORTCAKE

COPING

AEROPLANES

ZOE & BRYN

WAITING BY THE PHONE

Heartfelt and beautiful.
- John Currie on

Coping aims to remind its
audience that someone,

her mother in a plane crash,

coping with the loss of a

unaccompanied child in a

CARRY MY HEART TO THE
YELLOW RIVER

THE NEW MOTHER

An experimental drama which
explores the delicate paradigm
shift between an aging mother
and her adult daughter who
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over the course of one evening
develop a connection that

apartment for two, Dani
struggles to live while coping
with the tragic truth about

The MAGIC PAPER MAN

STOOD UP

man and a widowed librarian,
friendship with a little help
from a paper swan, a Jammie

SUNDAY 29th / 13:30-15:30

MOMENTS

THE LOST SCOT

ELEPHANTBIRD

A MOMENT OF LOVE

FIRST DISCO

across the mountains to
alcoholic and an accountant

THE LAST

TITLINAMA: TALE OF A GIRL

DAMAGE

After being shot multiple
women are handicapped with
happens when control and
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cinematography is so
excellent, it even made
the rickety bus look
beautiful.

SUNDAY 29th / 16:00-18:00

DAZED

ZOMBIES IN THE HOUSE

FINE BY ME

BRIDGE

MINDSET

After an old man notices
come to terms with her grief,
zombies however, Lam must
choose between his devotion

DONA & VIXEN

encounter a rogue soldier up

HOMEWARD BOUND

NONFEASANCE

THE ROLE OF A LIFETIME

A teenage girl is confronted
Christmas, forgotten

to reveal the true events of a
searching for a place of her
own, while her parents are
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the struggles and injustices a
woman has to go through in her

There are lots of dramas
of love and loss but this
one is a cut above - stays
just the right side of
sentimental.

SUNDAY 29th / 14:00-16:00

KEEP BREATHING

KEEP BREATHING

METHOD

HARD SHADOW

A Machiavellian acting teacher
pushes an aspiring actor to

important gift that must be

RED

their grief, all their mutual
the man she had a onenight-stand with just a few

CLEMENTINES

Clem is returning to her

stepfather that is bringing her
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some basic human rights in

BUKANEH

is obvious to all in this

100%

BAD MOTHER

An unnerving drama about

understanding and solace

Beautifully done, says it
all in under 6 minutes.

SUNDAY 29th / 16:30-18:30

LOVE HURTS

ASHMINA

LEAVING TO LIVE

Ashmina, 13, lives with her

EMMA

I'M LISTENING

A class of bullies ridicule
of the afternoon, Alexandra,

HOME GIRL

ROGER

service application that acts
as a domestic assistant, never

decision that will change her
life: leaving her marital home

up for her, which leads to

ROOM TO BREATHE

OSUBA

ONE NIGHT STAND

A GLIMPSE

can blossom and die out,

A blossoming relationship
unfolds when two strangers
have a chance encounter in
a London café, depicting the

After the funeral of her
men become violent and
But when he falls in love, he
relationship with another
be able to communicate the

call on the air about a possible
ending of the world, bursting

BEESTON Official

SponsorS

The Circle Eatery

Sharp Plumbing Solutions

Art Culture Tourism

Christine's Delights

Charlie Foggs

Artworks

The Berliner

L'Oliva

Cutting Edge

Bubble IT

Quensus

Christie Sietos

Thank you for your support of The 6th Beeston Film Festival!
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BEESTON
FILM FESTIVAL
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GRAPHIC DESIGN AND LOGO by Kimlee wilson-Miller

